












???? \Three-dimensional simulations of MHD disk winds
to hundred AU scale from the protostar"
?Alkendra Singh
Mumbai?? (???)
8? 2?{8? 9? (??)
?B. T. Tsurutani
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (????)
11? 7? Mini-work shop & Seminar
Supersubstorms (SML < -2500 nT): What Are the Causes and Consequences?
?Jose Kaname Ishitsuka Iba
??????????? (IGP)(???)
12? 22? (??)




???? \My experiences as a Japanese women astrophysicist"
8.3 ????
(?? 27?)
??? ??: 1? 26?{2? 27? ?????????? (????)
High Altitude Observatory???
?????: Dr. Yuhong Fan
?????:????????????????
??? ??: 2? 9?{12? (????)
????????????????Expert Meeting on Improving Space Weather
Forecasting in the Next Decade????
??? ?: 2? 9?{2? 13? (????)
George Mason????????Solar-C?????????????????
??
??? ?: 2? 23?{3? 2? ?? (???)
???????????????????????????????????
??? ??: 3? 18?{3? 21? Sao Jose dos Campos(????)
Parker workshop on Magnetic Reconnection???
??? ??: 4? 1?{4? 4? ??? (???)
????????RHESSI 13????
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?Andrew Hillier: 5? 5?{5? 9? ??? (???)
International Space Science Institute (ISSI)????Workshop???
??? ??: 6? 21?{6? 29? ??????? (???)
SPIE Astronomical Telescopes + Instrumentation???
??? ??: 6? 20?{6? 23? ????? (????)
National Astronomy Meeting - 2014???
??? ??: 6? 23?{6? 28? ??? (???)
?????Solar and Stellar Flares????
??? ??: 6? 23?{6? 27? ??? (???)
?????Solar and Stellar Flares????
??? ??: 8? 3?{8? ???? (???)
The 40th COSPAR Scientic Assembly???
??? ??: 8? 4?{8? ???? (???)
The 40th COSPAR Scientic Assembly???
??? ?: 8? 5?{8? 10? ??? (???????)
King Saud University???????????????????????
????
??? ??: 8? 18?{8? 20? ?? (??)
??????? (IAU)?????????? (APRIM)???
??? ??: 8? 20?{8? 26? ?? (??)
???????????????????
??? ?: 9? 7?{9? 12? ???? (??????)
?Europian Solar Physics Meeting???????
?Andrew Hillier: 9? 15?{19? ??? (??)
Kyung Hee????????East Asia Numerical Astrophysics Meeting 6??
??
??? ??: 10? 12?{10? 17? ?? (??)
SCOSTEP's 13th Quadrennial Symposium on Solar Terrestrial Physics
(STP13)???
??? ?: 11? 1?{11? 8? ?????? (????)
?Solar-C???????Hinode/IRIS/SDO??????
?Andrew Hillier: 11? 2?{11? 6? ?????? (????)
?Hinode/IRIS/SDO??????
??? ?: 11? 2?{11? 9? ?????? (????)
?Solar-C???????Hinode/IRIS/SDO??????
??? ??: 11? 8?{15? ??? (???)
Coupling and Dynamics of the Solar Atmosphere???
??? ??: 11? 9?{16? ??? (???)
Coupling and Dynamics of the Solar Atmosphere???
??? ?: 11? 23?{11? 26? ?????? (???)
????????????????????Solar-C??????????
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??? ?: 11? 24?{12? 13? ??? (???????)
King Saud University??????????????????????????
??? ?: 11? 29?{12? 8? ?? (?????)
IAU?????? S305
?Polarimetry: From the Sun to Stars and Stellar Environments????
??? ?: 11? 30?{12? 7? ?? (?????)
IAU?????? S305
?Polarimetry: From the Sun to Stars and Stellar Environments????









5? 22?{5? 23? (???????)














P-EM08????? (Space Weather and Space Climate)
5? 21? (??)
????? (???)
?SOLAR AND STELLAR FLARES (conference in honor of Prof Z. Svestka)
6? 23?{27? (???????)
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